
THE TEXT OF THUCYDIDES IV 8.6 AND THE SOUTH 
CHANNEL AT PYLOS* 

SCHOLARS have long praised the overall topographic accuracy of Thucydides' account of the 
campaign at Pylos (iv 3-6, 8-23, 26-4I);1 and among the numerous details mentioned, only two 
apparent inaccuracies have been identified, both involving measurements. One, an inaccurate 
estimate of the length of Sphakteria, has been previously explained as nothing more than a simple 
numeral corruption2 and is, in any case, irrelevant for understanding the military narrative. But 
the other, the underestimated width of the southern harbour entrance, remains a serious error 
which implies a fundamental misconception of relevant local geography and has made the 
account of Spartan strategy incomprehensible. Furthermore, its impact on the question of 
Thucydides' investigative methodology has been considerable, since most commentators, think- 
ing the information reliably transmitted, have concluded that Thucydides never visited Pylos and 
somehow accepted misinformation on this crucial point.3 However, close study of the passage 
suggests that a textual corruption, not Thucydides, is responsible for the present inaccuracy. 

(iv 8.6 f.) 77 yap vrjaos 'r ZkaKTrrpla KaAovfIEV'r rov TE AIte'va TraparTEvovaa Katl yyvs 

E7TlKEL!LEV7] XvpOv 7TOlEl KaL TOlVS (rr7TAovs , T VOSV VEOLV Ol6XtVAoVV KaTa TLO TlXlaa La 

rT(jV 'AQrvalwv Katl Tr,V Hvov, Er Of rpOs mfV aOAKrv rTELpOV OKTWO ?1 Evvea. (7) vXASrfs re Kal 

aTrpit71fS Traaa vrT' Eprjlas 7jv Kal (eye0OS Trepl 7TrevTE Kat E'Ka rTraStovS UCaALara. TroVs IEv oSv 

Ea7TAovs Tras vavalv avTtlTp(ppoLS pvSvr7v KAj?EWLv JIEAAov ... 

'For the island that is called Sphakteria, extending along and lying close by the harbour, makes 
it safe and the entrances narrow, there being toward the fortification of the Athenians and 
Pylos a passage of two ships and in the direction of the other mainland a passage of eight or 
nine. The whole island was wooded and pathless from lack of habitation, and in length 
roughly fifteen stades. Now (the Spartans) intended to close off the entrances tightly by means 
of ships placed with their prows pointing outward.' 

* A shorter version of this paper was presented at the 
annual meeting of the Archaeological Institute of Amer- 
ica in December 1977; and I would like to thank C. N. 
Edmonson, W. K. Pritchett, R. S. Stroud, and M. B. 
Wallace for the valuable advice and criticism they offered 
during its preparation. 

The following studies are cited by author's name: R. 
M. Burrows, 'Pylos and Sphakteria' in JHS xvi (1896) 
55-76; G. Busolt, Griechische Geschichte2 (Gotha 
I893-1904); E. Curtius and J. Kaupert, Karten von Attika 
(Berlin 881-6); J. G. Frazer, Pausanias's Description of 
Greece2 (London I913); A. W. Gomme, HCT (Oxford 
1945-70) i-iii (Gomme), iv (Dover); G. Grote, A History 
of Greece (new edn in o1 vols, London 1888); G. B. 
Grundy, 'An investigation of the topography of the 
region of Sphakteria and Pylos' inJHS xvi (I896) I-54; 
W. M. Leake, Travels in the Morea (London 1830); J. S. 
Morrison and R. T. Williams, Greek Oared Ships 900-322 
B.C. (Cambridge 1968); W. K. Pritchett, Studies in Ancient 
Greek Topography i-ii (Berkeley and Los Angeles 
965-9); J. Wilson and T. Beardsworth, 'Pylos 425 B.C.: 

the Spartan plan to block the entrances' in CQ n.s. xx 
(1970) 42-52. 

E.g. Leake i 415; Grote v 233 n. 2; Grundy 42-7; 
Pritchett i 29. 

2 The length of Sphakteria is c. 4-4 km (4800 yds); 
whereas the estimate in iv 8.6, 'about 5 stades', would be 
equivalent to only about 3 km (on the length of Thucy- 
dides' stade, cf. Appendix with n. 22). W. G. Clark, 
Peloponnesus (London 1858) 220, suggested a corruption 

from KI' (25) to e' (15); and Burrows 76 added that, if 
Attic notation had been used, AJn (25) could have been 

corrupted into Jn (15). Gomme iii 443 stated: 'There is 

perhaps a MSS error here in the figure; but in view of the 
other mistake it is hardly proper to suggest it.' Pritchett i 
21-2 (cf. The Choiseul Marble [Berkeley and Los Angeles 
1970] 95-6) favours the emendation on the basis of the 

frequency of numeral corruptions in the MSS of Thucy- 
dides. The manner of recording numerals in ancient MSS 
is, however, disputed. The controversy in regard to Thu- 

cydides' text is discussed by P. Deane, Thucydides' Dates 

465-413 B.C. (Toronto I972) 22-7. E. G. Turner, Greek 

Manuscripts of the Ancient World (Oxford 1971) I8, sus- 

pects that numerals were written out in full in fair copies 
of literary works rather than given in numeral notation. 
Even if the present conjectures prove to be inapplicable, 
the measurement is nevertheless so far out of line with 
other linear measurements in Thucydides (cf. Appendix) 
as to make the suspicion of corruption remain great. 

3 From Leake i 415-16 onward, this has been the opinio 
communis: e.g. Grundy 13, 21 (but later reversed in Thucy- 
dides and the History of His Age ii [Oxford 1948] Ios); H. 
Awdry, 'Pylos and Sphakteria' inJHS xx (1900) 16-17; 
Frazer iii 460; B. W. Henderson, The Great War between 
Athens and Sparta (London 1927) 221; L. Pearson, 'Thucy- 
dides and the geographical tradition' in CQ xxxiii (I939) 
49; Gomme iii 484; Wilson and Beardsworth 51-2; D. 

Kagan, The Archidamian War (Ithaca and London 1974) 
225-7. 
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The problem arises from the description of the width of the South Channel between 
Sphakteria and the 'opposite mainland' as 'a passage of eight or nine (ships)'. OK7aw ) evvea is not 
specifically identified; but the present text leaves no alternative to understanding a repetition of 
vavs from the first part of the T ?EV ... r S' construction (just as with Si7rrAovv). However, 
since the present width of the South Channel is about 1200 m (c. 1300 yds) versus c. I00 m (c. I Io 
yds) for the Sikia Channel, and since there is no evidence that the distance is significantly changed 
from antiquity (cf. Grundy 3), this expression greatly distorts the relative widths of the two 
harbour entrances, which differ by about 12 times (c. 100 m to 1200 m) and not four times (2 ships 
to 8 or 9).4 

Emendation of the numbers might be seen as a method of escaping this difficulty; but apart 
from being arbitrary and unconvincing,5 it would not remove a basic metrological difficulty. 
Normally, Thucydides expresses distance in linear terms, whether in feet (3 times), cubits (once), 
plethra (twice), or stades (42 times) (cf. Appendix with n. 22). If we exclude estimates given by the 
number of days travelled,6 there are, aside from iv 8.6, only two instances where descriptive 
expressions have been substituted for linear measurements: vii 30.2 and i 93.5. The former simply 
describes a distance as tWu ro7TEv4taros, a standard expression in military narrative.7 In the latter 
example, the breadth of the Themistoclean wall at the Peiraeus is characterized as wide enough for 
two wagons to pass while driving along the top. The characterization of the Sikia Channel as a 
'passage of two ships' uses the same type of image, describing a given distance in terms of the space 
for two vehicles to pass or proceed abreast, and belongs to a fairly common group of graphic 
measurements of this type.8 Furthermore, it appears to represent a reasonable (or at least 
consistent) characterization of the true width involved, since the description of c. i00 m (i I0 yds) 
as a 'passage of two ships' agrees with a statement elsewhere (vii 38.3) that two plethra (c. 50 to 60 
m, or 60 to 70 yds; cf. n. 22) was adequate space for one ship.9 

In contrast, the graphic expression characterizing the South Channel is not only inaccurate 
but also highly unusual. A 'passage of eight or nine (ships)' violates the underlying principle of 
simplicity and easy visualization inherent in descriptive measurements based on the width of one 
or two vehicles. More importantly, it has no parallel elsewhere in Thucydides or in Herodotus, 

4 This distortion is noted by Burrows 64 and Busolt iii 
1089 n. 2. In presenting measurements, over-precise 
figures have been avoided, as even the most conscientious 
ancient and modern estimates necessarily contain a certain 
margin of error. For the harbour entrances at Pylos, the 
following estimates are given. Grundy 21: (Sikia Channel 
at the narrowest) I32 yds, and 3: (South Channel) c. 3/4 
mile [c. I300 yds]; Burrows 63-4: 500 ft [c. I50 yds] and 
4000 ft [c. 1300 yds]; Frazer iii 460: 220 yds and over 1400 
yds (but v 6Io: 132 yds for the Sikia Channel at the 
narrowest); Busolt iii io89 n. 2: 120 m [c. 130 yds] and c. 
1200 m [c. 1300 yds]; Gomme iii 443: 150 yds and 1400 
yds; Pritchett i 22: 150 m [c. 60o yds] and I300 m [c. 1400 
yds]; Wilson and Beardsworth 46: 112 yds (no estimate of 
the South Channel). I have adopted the figure ofc. I00 m 
(c. I 0 yds) for the modern width of the Sikia Channel 
from Wilson and Beardsworth, because they claim (46) to 
have personally measured the Sikia Channel and had their 
measurements 'checked by independent observers'. 
Grundy (2) is the only topographer who claims to have 
surveyed the South Channel; and his map clearly shows 
that the modern width is c. 1200 m (I300 yds). Cf in 
support the I: Ioo,ooo Greece map, sheet M 5, Pilos. 

5 Numeral emendation is condemned by Grote v 233 
n. 2; Burrows 76; Pritchett i 22; Wilson and Beardsworth 
45. 

6 ii 97.I, 2; vi 1.2; vii 50.2. 
7 E.g. Hdt. iv 139; for a thorough discussion of the 

approximate distance involved, cf. W. McLeod, 'The 
range of the ancient bow' in Phoenix xix (1965) I-I4. 
Similar graphic measures are occasionally employed in a 

military context, e.g. Xen. Hell. iv 4.13 (the width of an 
army); 4. 6 (a javelin throw). 

8 Cf. Hdt. ii I58 and vii 24 (two ships); i 179 (one 
chariot); vii 176 (one wagon). 

9 50-60 m (55-65 yds or c. I65-2oo ft) sailing space per 
ship appears at first glance to conflict with Hdt. ii 158, 
Necho's canal from the Red Sea to the Nile, and vii 24, 
Xerxes' canal across Athos, both said to be:s & 8vo 
-rptr7peas 1rA e ov od,ov Aaaorpeolevas. Traces of these 
canals range from 20-40 m (60-I50 ft): cf W. W. How 
andJ. Wells, A Commentary on Herodotus (Oxford 1912) i 
245 (Egypt), ii I35-6 (Athos). Yet not only could condi- 
tions be carefully controlled in a canal, but the builders 
would also restrict the width to be excavated to the least 
distance possible. Normal sea room would naturally be 
more generous to counteract wind, waves, currents, etc. 
Indeed, triremes proceeding with a minimum ofc. 12 m (13 
yds) of sea room on each side are said to fall foul of one 
another at Syracuse (vii 23.3). Since the space occupied by 
a trireme plus oars equalled c. 1 I m (12 yds) (cf. Morrison 
and Williams 285 and pl. 25), this is equivalent to each 
ship unsuccessfully attempting to negotiate a passage of 12 
m+II m+I2 m (32 m [35 yds]) or every two ships 
colliding in a passage totalling nearly 58 m (63 yds), and 
supports the credibility of the statements in vii 38.3 and iv 
8.6. In addition, Diodorus Siculus reports (xiii 47.5) that 
the channel between Euboea and the mainland at Chalcis 
was narrowed during the Peloponnesian War, so that a 
passage for only one ship remained: o yap &8K7rrAovS 
a7frAE1'00r L,ut vr)i. Strabo (ix 2.2) quotes Ephorus (FGrH 
70 F 119), who estimates this distance to be two plethra. 
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THUCYDIDES IV 8.6 AND THE SOUTH CHANNEL AT PYLOS 3 
and only one rather distant parallel in Xenophon.'10 None of these authors describes any body of 
water, or substantial distance of any kind, in the manner found in iv 8.6. For that reason, 
irrespective of the numbers involved, the basic form of the measurement is itself suspicious. 

Distances of a kilometre or more are everywhere else estimated by Thucydides in stades (cf. 
Appendix). In addition, he sometimes uses the genitive plural of stades as a genitive of measure 
with a descriptive noun: the entrance of the Great Harbour at Syracuse is said to be a aro4ta KTCrc/ 
a-ra3(wv tiaAtu-ra (vii 59.3), the Atheniian double wall at Syracuse is c'rTa II% q'6TO 

OrTaSLWV ... TELXoS (Vii 2.4), and the defensive wall at the Peiraeus Eo'r'0VauEv urTa&twv 6 &rava 

7TEPL/3OA0S9 (ii 1 3.7). These passages suggest the possibility that the word araSra&wv may belong in the 
text of iv 8.6 i.e. (&6ar,rAovv) OKTa)% q' EvvE <0rTa&t'wv>. Ii 3.7 in fact contains a close stylistic 
parallel for such an emendation. Compare: 

(II 13.7) Tad SE" p~aKpad TftLX7 7TPOS9 T'TOVIHEtpatcL TEuaaLpaKOVTa U7QTaLWV 

(iv 8.6) T'nSE 7Trpo6gTq V'r') AA'qV -q'TrELpoV (KQ. ?' EvEa < ta&wv 

Moreover, a 'passage of eight or nine (stades)' produces an approximation of the distance 
across the South Channel well within the margin of error found elsewhere in Thucydides' 
estimates of similar bodies of water. 

Thucydidean Estimates of Distances over Water" 

Measurement 
Mouth of Crisaean Gulf 
South Channel, Pylos 
Strait of Messana 
Mouth of Great Harbour, Syracuse 
Oropus to Eretria 

Stai 'des Distance 
C7 i-8 km 
)r9 1,2 

20 2-8 
8 1-2 (1-o) 

6o 10-5 

Having both ships and stades dependent upon 8ta'7TAovv is surprising butjustified by the special 
situation in iv 8.6. Although the South Channel is appropriately estimated in stades, the width of 
the Sikia Channel (c. 100 m or i1i0 yds) falls well short of even one stade. It would be normal 
practice to express two such greatly divergent widths in the units of measure appropriate to each: 
in this case, plethra and stades.'12 The combination of a descriptive measurement with a 
measurement expressed in stades can be best explained by the assumption that Thucydides 
preferred to vary the construction for stylistic effect and perhaps to add emphasis to the intended 
strategy of naval blockade.'13 

The objection might be raised that Thucydides specifically states that both of the harbour 
entrances were narrow: Kat'Tovg E"uiTAovg arrevokS. The applicability of this characterization to the 
South Channel has been questioned;'14 and yet the implication of the proposed emendation is that 
Thucydides was fully aware of the width involved and nevertheless wished to emphasize its 
narrowness. In fact, a body of water eight or nine stades wide constituted narrow space in terms of 
contemporary naval strategy. For example, the E"anTAovsg (Vii 22.2) of the Great Harbour at 
Syracuse, a aro'ta O'KTQ)% crTactUM /.LaALUrTa (vii 59.3), is twice referred to as narrow: ro LLyAov 

ALE r6 o aTo'pa UrTEV v (vii 4.4) and TO0l aTOPa~TOS OV3 fLE'yaLAov OVOS Tt ALP'vo09(vii 36.6). 
10 Xen. Anab. vii 8.14: ' S' 7-ot' OS'v ~r'O T rAt'vOwv 

)/flLVWV To Ei3p0SX 

See also the complete list of Thucydidean measure- 
ments in stades, Appendix, and the discussion of the 
length of Thucydides' stade, n. 22. For the widths quoted 
for the Great Harbour entrance, cf. Dover iv 440: 'the 
distance from the rocks at the southern tip of Ortygia to 
the little island (Scoglio Castelluccio) off the tip of Plem- 
myrion is 104 kin, and to the western proj'ection (C. 
Farruggia) of Plemmyrion 1-2 kin'. Which distance 
Thucydides refers to is uncertain; but for calculations of 
sailling space (above n. 9) the lesser distance would be 
appropriate. 

12 Thucydides expresses no distance under three stades 
in stades (cf. Appendix) and gives one measurement of 
close to two stades as8-EKa'ITA4E0OpV (Vi I02.2). Combined 

units of length are not uncommon (though nowhere 
given by Thuc.): e.g. Hdt. i 93 (plethra/stades); 11 1 24, 13 8 
(fathoms/stades); iii 6o (ft/stades); iv 195 (ft/fathoms); IG 
i i2668.4-7 (ft/plethra). 

13 Note also that in iv 8.6 alone Thucydides shifts from 
,Ea7rAovsg to Stai7rAovsg and Ka-ra' to 7Tpo'g. The best example 
of variation in expressing measurements is ii 13.7, where 
the nominative of stades is used contrastively with two 
examples of the genitive plural. On Thucydides' passion 
for variations in expression, cf. J. Ros, Die METABOAH 
(Variatio) als Stilprinzip des Thukydides (Nijmegen 193 8). 
The only other use of t3 'v. .. Tfl,q Se in Thucydides 
occurs at v 73.1. 

14 E.g. Wilson and Beardsworth 45 'the south 
entrance is not arevo'g, though Thucydides says that it is'. 

Text 
ii 86.3 
iv 8.6 
Vi I.2 

1vii 5 9.3 
viii 95.3 

'Thuc. stade' 
C. 260 m 

130-50 

140 

150 (I30) 

'75 



Similarly, the entrance to the Crisaean Gulf, estimated to be seven stades wide (and in fact wider), 
is called both aTeva (ii 86.5, 90. I) and arevoXwpla (ii 89.8). On the basis of these explicit 
statements, there should be no doubt about the appropriateness of characterizing a 'passage of 
eight or nine (stades)' as arevos in iv 8.6. 

The use of the adverb flv7tv in iv 8.7 has also been cited as an indication that Thucydides could 
not have known the true width of the South Channel. 15 Since this argument depends entirely on 
a special interpretation of v'?7v, it should be noted that the exact meaning of v5l4rv is by no means 
certain. fvl4rv does not occur elsewhere in Thucydides; and neither contemporary and subsequent 
usage nor the explanations of the scholiasts and lexicographers indicate its precise sense with the 
verb KAXraEv. 16 The only reliable evidence for defining ftSvlyv comes from its commonly accepted 
etymological connection with fvvE'w or tv'w (verbal: fvva-; 'stuffed full', 'dicht gedrangt', 
'bourrer').'7 If this is correct, fvl7/qv ought to imply that the two harbour entrances could be 
blockaded in something like 'a stuffing-up or stopping-up way' (Wilson and Beardsworth 42). 
To satisfy this description, all that is required is a deployment of the sixty Spartan ships available 
(iv 8.2) in which the spacing between individual ships is substantially less (or tighter) than normal 
sailing space. The following hypothetical blockades may be offered.18 

Total width of trireme=c. I I m (12 yds) 
Distance between triremes= (width of passage minus total width of ships) divided by no. of spaces 

between ships. 
55 ships 

c. I0-5 m (12 yds) apart 

27 ships 
26 ships 

(front row) c. 32 m (35 yds) apart 

Sphakteria 

Sphakteria 

5 ships 
c. 7-5 m (8 yds) 

4 ships 
3 ships 

c. ii m (12 yds) 

Both (A) and (B) provide spacing which is substantially less than normal minimum sailing 
space found elsewhere. (A), in fact, would leave hardly enough room for even a single trireme to 
pass without touching the oars of the flanking ships. If 45 Syracusan triremes, with at least 12 m 
(13 yds) of clear sailing space could fail to negotiate the entrance of the Great Harbour (c. 1040 m 
or I Ioo00 yds) without falling foul of one another (vii 23.3), then the South Channel at Pylos could 
surely be considered 'stuffed full' or 'packed' when blockaded by 55 triremes as close as c. I0-5 m 
(12 yds) apart. 

That such a blockade could have served as a real deterrent to Athenian naval attack is clear 
from the several occasions where Thucydides emphasizes that the naval tactics preferred by the 
Athenians required far greater room for manoeuvring than would be available if the Spartan fleet 
stationed itself, rams bristling, in the narrow harbour entrances at Pylos (cf. ii 86.5, 90.I; vii 36.4, 
62.1). 

5 E.g. Grundy 21-2; Burrows 74; Gomme iii 443-4. 
16 LSJ translate ft;#rv: I. 'close pressed' or 'closely'; and 

II. '=dapopo' ('all at once', 'collectively'). Stephanus 
gives confertim and dense. LSJ (II) is applied to the Hippo- 
cratic use of fvt7qv as a descriptive adverb for the flow of 
menstrual blood: XwpEovra fST7qv (Nat. Mul. i 5) and 

Pfv77v aCrTLv Kara p,iJva (Nat. Puer. I5). (I) is proposed for 
the Thucydidean use; but the meaning is not clarified by 
reference to subsequent historical use, since all three 
examples (Arr. Anab. i I9.3; ii 20.8; App. Pun. xviii I23) 
obviously depend on Thucydides: e.g. Kara TO acrToa tro 

AL,te'vos 7Trp TO rTevWTraTV r vV avt'r1TrpOpov3s fv77v Tag 

Tpl7LpetS opLaavrTe da7roKoEKC?KE<aav... (Arr. Anab. i 
I9.3). The Scholia connect f3lv7/v with the verb fvto and 
equate it with dOpops. Likewise, Hesychius and the Suda, 
s.v. 6v7/rv, provide an impressive list of supposedly 
synonymous adverbs. Unfortunately, many have no 
classical attestation; and collectively they provide no 
more than a general impression of the specific meaning of 
fi36;wv. Thucydides may have chosen fVi4Jv simply 
because he wanted to indicate something about the spac- 

ing of the ships and had already modified vavalv with 
dv-rtrpwpots. In order, then, to avoid a second adjective, 
like dOpoos or 7TVKvOS, cf. al TrE vJaol tvKvaa, Kat ,AA,Aais, 
rjs irpoaoxtaeog ... Svv&eaLOL yLyvovTaL, ... (ii 102.4), 
he simply modified the verb KAfraetv in a way which 
emphasized the unusually dense formation of triremes 
which he envisioned. 

17 On the etymology offBvr;lv, cf. P. Chantraine, Dic- 
tionnaire Etymologique de la Langue Greque i (Paris 1968) 
202; H. Frisk, Griechisches Etymologisches Worterbuch (Hei- 
delberg 1960) 277; J. Pokorny, Indogermanisches Etymolo- 
gisches Worterbuch i (Bern and Munich 1959) Ioi. 

18 It is almost certain that d&vTTrp0pots (iv 8.7) refers to 
an imagined formation in which the triremes have their 
prows facing the enemy. Gomme iii 443 only argued for 
triremes facing each other because he rejected the whole 
idea of a blockade of the South Channel and imagined 
that two triremes sunk lengthwise across the Sikia Chan- 
nel could block that entrance. Wilson and Beardsworth 
42 have shown the weakness of this view. 

(A) Mainland 

(B) Mainland 

Pylos 

Pylos 
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It should be admitted that there are no textual variants to support the proposed emendation of 
iv 8.6 and that the existing text is reflected in the eSchoia. This means theat if raS'wv was originally 
in the text, it must have dropped out during the early stages of transmission.19 But this is not in 
itself a serious problem. Gomme, for example, never hesitated in his Commentary to conjecture 
that individual words and phrases had dropped out of the text and entertained the possibility of 
omissions and lacunae no less than fifty times in Bk IV alone.20 In addition, E. G. Turner and 
others have established that the text of Thucydides was, in fact, particularly susceptible to early 
corruption.2 

In iv 8.6 the study of external evidence has revealed a serious (and surprising) inaccuracy. But 
given that the present characterization of the South Channel is not only wrong but also 
suspiciously lacking in parallels, while the proposed emendation has linguistic support, provides 
an acceptable measurement, and is even expected in view of the topography described, we have 
every reason to believe that iv 8.6 originally read O'KxC) 7 evvea <aTra8twv>. And indeed, if only the 
reasonable possibility of a textual corruption is accepted, it can no longer be safe to found 
sweeping generalizations about Thucydides' methods of research and the reliability of their 
product on the basis of this passage. 

ROBERT A. BAUSLAUGH 

University of California, Berkeley 

APPENDIX: THE LENGTH OF THUCYDIDES' STADE22 

Text 
i 63.2 

ii 5.2 
I3.7 

Measurement 
Olynthus to Potidaea 
Plataea to Thebes 
Athens: Phaleric wall 

19 If an Alexandrian date is correctly proposed for the 

authority of the Scholia (cf. O. Luschnat, PW Suppl. xii 

[1970] 1311-13), the corruption of iv 8.6 must have 
occurred before the first century B.C., since the Scholia 
give the gloss: 

twv aroJUAdrTJ TO rleV eyyvs aVTr7s Trs IvAov arEvov 
EarTv, wao e OALTs a vjo 'Tp7ipets aOLa ptalrAeiv, tO 8' 

eTepoV rTAafrvrepov, are OKTrw 8SvaaOaq Tpan&p(tS aL a 
8&ar7rTev c2. 

20 iv 1.4; 4.1; 9.1 (twice); IO.1; 20.2; 24.2, 4; 25.2, 9; 
27.1; 28.4; 30.3; .36.3; 40.2; 46.1; 47.1; 48.3; 56.1; 6o.I; 

63.1, 2; 64.2, 3; 67.1; 73.4; 77.2; 78.6; 85.4,6, 7; 87.4; 92.5; 
93.2, 4; 94.1 (twice); 96.3; Io8.6; 117.2; 118.4 (3 times), 11, 
12, 14 (twice); 119.1; 125.1; 126.1, 2; 129.3. 

21 E. G. Turner, 'Two Unrecognised Ptolemaic 

Papyri' inJHS lxxvi (1956) 95-8, has identified a third 

century B.C. fragment of Thucydides, in which the text 'is 
"wild" and erratic', and suspects that 'the text may have 
been manipulated in the interest of clarity'. Cf. A. Klein- 

logel, Geschichte des Thukydidestextes im Mittelalter (Berlin 
1965) 37-8 and Luschnat, loc. cit. (above n. I9). If this 
observation is correct, the loss of a-ratwov may conceiv- 

ably have been caused by editing. Even modern commen- 
tators have been disturbed by the preceding characteriza- 
tion of the harbour entrances as 'narrow'; and Alexan- 
drian textual critics, faced with a contrast of two ships and 
eight or nine stades, both called narrow, could easily have 
'corrected' the text in the belief that araSlwv was not 
originally intended. The result of topographic ignorance 
is clearly demonstrated by Diodorus Siculus (xii 61.3), 
who mentions only one entrance to the harbour. 

22 The following table is based on the discussion of R. 
L. Scranton, 'The fortifications of Athens at the opening 

Stades Distance23 
c. 60 C Io05 km 

70 C I2-5 
35 (5.6)24 

'Thuc. stade' 
c. 175 m 

I80 
(i6o) 

of the Peloponnesian War' in AJA xlii (1938) 529-32, and 
Dover iv 467-8. Unfortunately, none of the measure- 
ments expressed by Thucydides in units less than stades 
can be compared with a modern estimate of the same 
length. As for distances measured in stades, 26 (apart from 
the South Channel) can be evaluated in comparison to 
modern estimates. If the extraordinary (and suspect) 
figure of a stade=c. 290 m for the length of Sphakteria is 
eliminated, the total range of inferred stade lengths equals 
c. 130-260 m, with 20 measurements between c. i50 and 
200 m. In comparison, stades established from archaeolo- 
gical evidence range from 167 to 192 m: cf. W. B. Dins- 
moor, Atti del Settimo Congr. Intern. di Arch. Class. i (1961) 
355-68; 0. Broneer, Isthmia i (Princeton 1971) 174-81; ii 
(1973) 63-4; S. G. Miller, Hesp. xlvi (1977) 25 (Nemea: c. 
178 m). Although Thucydides no doubt had one particu- 
lar stade length in mind, his informants could have been 
thinking in terms of any one of a number of divergent 
stades. Since he fails to mention regional standards for 
linear measurements (as he incidentally does for money) 
we cannot establish the exact length of his stade. The 
principle (virtually omnipresent in the literature) of 
selecting a stade length and then applying it as a test for 
Thucydides' measurements is therefore totally unreliable: 
cf, for example, H. Hultch, Griechische und Romische 
Metrologie2 (Berlin 882) 69 with n. i: Thuc.'s stade= 185 
m; W. Judeich, Topographie von Athen2 (Munich 1931) 
131: = 164 m; Scranton loc. cit.: = 150 m. 

23 Unless noted, modern estimates of the distances 
referred to by Thucydides are (C) derived from Gomme 
or Dover (or their maps) or (M) from the I: Ioo,ooo map 
of Greece. Less certain or variant modern estimates are 
included in parentheses. 

24 CAH v (1927) map opp. 165 (cf. Gomme i 213; ii 
39-40). 
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i 13.7 

13.7 

13.7 

13.7 
21.2 

82.1I 

86.3 
iii 24.2 

92.6 

92.6 

97.2 

105.1 
iv 3.2 

8.6 
8.6 
42.2 

42.2 

42.2 

45. I 

57-I 

66.3 
90.4 

I02.3 
110.1 

V 3.3 
Vi I.2 

97.1 

97.3 
Vll 2.4 

19.2 

29.3 

34.8 
59.3 
78.4 
78.4 
78.4 
79.6 
8I.3 

viii 67.2 

95.3 

ROBERT A. B!P 

Athens: Guarded city wall 
Athens: Long walls 
Athens: Peiraeus wall 
Athens: Guarded Peiraeus wall 
Athens to Acharnae area 
Anapus River to Stratus 
Mouth of Crisaean Gulf 
Plataea to Erythrae--Hysiae rd. 
Heracleia to Thermopylae 
Heracleia to the sea 
Aegitium to the sea 
Olpae to Amphilochian Argos 
Sparta to Pylos 
South Channel, Pylos 
Length of Sphakteria 
Seashore to Solygeia 
Seashore to Corinth 
Seashore to the Isthmus 
Crommyon to Corinth 
Cynuria to the sea 
Long walls: Megara-Nisaea 
Delium to the battlefield 
Eion to Amphipolis 
Temple of Dioscuri to Torone 
Brasidas' position to Torone 
Strait of Messana 
Leon to Epipolae 
Syracuse: meadow to enemy 
Syracuse: Athn double wall 
Deceleia to Athens 
Sanct. of Hermes to Mycalessus 
Athn trophy to Erineus 
Mouth of Gt Harbour, Syracuse 
Athn retreat: ist day 
Athn retreat: 2nd day 
Athn retreat: march ahead 
Athn retreat: 6th day 
Athn retreat: separation of Athn army 
Colonus to Athens 
Oropus to Eretria 

25 1. N. Travlos, IOA1E08O1LLK 
' 'Ee'ALf~ Lgr7-V 'Ai7jvcmv 

(Athens i960) 50. 
26 Curtius and Kaupert, 'CJbersichtskarte von Attika'. 

27C map of C. Hignett, Xerxes' Invasion of Greece 
(Oxford i963) I12. I assume Thucydides intends the 
entrance (West Gate) of the pass, when he estimates the 
distance to Thermopylae. 

28 N. G. L. Hammond, 'The campaigns in Amphilo- 
chia during the Archidamian War' in BSA xxxvii 
(1936-7) I28-40, and Gomme ii 426-8 present different 
identifications of the ancient sites involved; but both 
produce stades of c. i90 m. 

29 The approximate distance by the direct route over 
the Lang~ida Pass: cf. Gomme iii 43 9; Pritchett i i 8; Frazer 

ii45 7, based on his belief (ii I 3) in a Thucydidean stade of 
177.42 m. Dover iv 468 unnecessarily estimates a longer 
route: 90 km (stade=C. 225 in). 

IkUSLA12 

6c 
(30) 

6c 
8c 

6 or7 

2C 

8c 

400 

8 org 
(25) I 

6c 
20 

120 

'C 

'C 

4C 
2C 

6 or;- 

7 or 8 

12C 

1t 

2C 

4C 
2C 

many 

5 or 6 

IC 

JGH 

(6.4) 25 

(9.0) 25 

Unknown 
) 9.026 

Unknown 
7 M i8 
7 Uniknown 

(5.5) 27 

(3.2)27 
Unknown 

5 (4.7) 28 

70 29 

1.230 

Uniknown 
23 

3 

Unknown 
3 C i-8 

(2.0) 32 

25 C 4-0 
Unknown 
Unknown 
C 2-8 

7 Unknown 
5 (4.0) 33 

(j.5) 33 

5 Unknown 
Unknown 

3 C I1.2 (I1.0) 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 

6o C 1o- 

(I So) 
i6o 

(15o) 

150 

260 

(I140) 

(i6o) 

(Ig0) 

'75 
130-150 

(I175) 290 

(200) 

(190) 

190 

225 

(200) 
i6o 

140 

(i6o) 
(I90-215) 

150 

(1 30) 150 

170 

'75 

30 Cf. above n. 4. 
31 R. S. Stroud, 'Thucydides and the Battle of Soly- 

geia' in Calif. Stud. Class. Ant. iv (9I~q) 238-41. Two 
considerations modify the reliability of Stroud's figures: 
(i) the possibility that silting has altered the local coastline 
(cf. Princeton Encyclopedia of Classical Sites ed. R. Stillwell 
[Princeton I9761 446); (2) computation of distances based 
on an assumed Thucydidean stade of 195 M (Cf. 239 n. 30). 

32 Pritchett ii 24-36. 
33H. Drogemulfler, Syrakus (Heidelberg 1969) 77-8i 

with map on 82. However, much doubt remains about 
Syracusan topography: cf. Dover's review of Droge- 
miuller, Phoenix xxv (197I) 282-4 and of P. Green, 
Armada from Athens (New York 1970), Phoenix xxvi 
(1972) 297-300. 

'3 Curtius and Kaupert pl. Ia. 
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